BOAT Meeting Notes – February 14, 2017

Outreach for Community event:
“Sentinel”, Facebook [various pages], Hampshire Hope, TV5, Churches

Pick up bottled water, cookies, etc. at Costco – Jill

Check with Peg and Lew as to whether they can be there, and whether they can arrange a sound system.

Ask J. Krol to arrange 3/23 as a snow date.

Phone number for RSVP: 413-312-1351 x224 (Outgoing message needs to be set up)

Invite news stations and newspapers to Community Forum

Decision made to use the language from BSAS “Messages” document for PSA on Good Samaritan Law.

Newspaper articles to be written:
Phyllis – Prevention
Kevin – Good Samaritan
Craig – Nalaxone
Kim – Harm Reduction

Future PSA’s:
Phyllis – Prevention
Craig – Nalaxone
Kim – Harm Reduction

Panel:
Jill – Family
Nekr – Prevention
Judy – Public Health/Harm Reduction
Jay – Good Samaritan
Jessica Burgess Wise – Therapy/MAT in recovery
Craig – Nalaxone
Individuals listed will either present, or find someone to present on their topic.

Kim will send Kevin a video on the administration of Narcan for BPD website

Next meeting: Feb 28 at 9am
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